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ABSTRACT
Technological revolution that has conquered the world and the In the modern life, the internet network become important part in the life because it provides many effective services in many fields that leading the responsible Categories to interested in improve quality of services (QOS) for the network.

There are increasing in using internet networks and many new modern services access in the life fields that leading to emergence of many problems and challenges in network. The delay is the most effected in the network because it caused reducing in QOS.

The real time application is modern services such as voice and video which needing more time and effort to transfer data in the network because it have large data that making it to be the most effect applications by delay.

A large number from network studding interested in create new technical to improve QOS in local area networks and wide area networks that using different technical methods. This study interested in showing the importance in using VLAN technology to improve QOS and it refers to its role in reducing the delay in the network.

The structures of network when building it or improving it that is more important and sensitive thing that effected in ability it in providing the services in effective way. That referred to manage the networks and divided it into parts helping to transfer data in direct way to selected partition not all. Vlan technology mean divided the local area network in to many departments to give the security for each departments and acceleration of the arrival of the data, which sent to it. That in clearly referring to overcome the problem of delay when using VLAN technology and improve QOS for the networks.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Quality of service is a measure of network performance for all services which providing from the network. The Improving performance for the networks is the most important goals because it has a direct impact on all the services, which providing by the network therefore, when building any network that important to building it in effective way to improve QOS for it by reducing delay Rate value.

There are many technical methods and technologies to increase the ability it and improve its performance arriving high quality of services (QOS) level. The reaching the desired level of network performance means solving many of the problems and challenges that facing the networks and developing activities important services in the many of fields in the life.

The use of the internet in an effective way and manages the networking to Invests every part of networks helping to improve QOS for the networks in easy and not cost way.

The delay is formed a large scale from network problems which particular appear in real time application from video and voices. There are a large trend towards Real time services in these days, which led to the emergence of a real problem in this area.

The study interested in improve QOS for network in effective and easy way using VLAN technology which cover local area network by overcome delay problem and The organization of the network and improve the built.

The idea of the project can be applied by building more than one network, studying and analysis of the performance of these networks in data transmission, including the study of the quality of their performance, in some services which selecting it, and note how the delay effected in its performance.

The project start by researching to apply the idea using OPNET program, and improve the QOS when using Vlan technology in the network, showing how the delay effect on the quality of services which providing by the vlan network.

The project interested in analyses the performance many of services, which Affected by delays especially voices, and videos. Building and analyzing the project idea will be applied using OPNET simulator to show how selecting good way in designing network to reduce the value delay for improving the QOS.

2. RESEARCH PROBLEM
The poor performance of networks and the lack of quality of services put the internet network in real problem and the delay in real time application is formed the main reason in reduce the QOS especially when the users who using this application increasing in constantly.

The research interested in determine how improving QOS and designing network in effective and easy way using VLAN technology. Mange networks to overcome delay problem is formed the main step to apply the main aims in improving QOS. The building of networks in active method to support
the continued increasing in the number of Internet users making the networks provide services in high level for long time.

3. RELATED PREVIOUS STUDIES
The information’s shown below are the Research into sources of information Found during the research stage of contain the related information to the main project. These resources were carefully chosen to be used in answering the academic question as they hold relevant and necessary information and studies about the effect of delay in vlan network using OPNET simulator analysis tool. These resources were all found to have the kind of information needed to address and to develop the final artefact of the project and the final report.

The delay plays an active role in the network as negative way because that reduce the quality of services for network so there are many studies that interested in delay sensitive and how improve quality of services in the network.

The delay is the main important characteristics of networks; the delay mean the lost time, which used in network to transfer data from node to other, despite of that the time it takes simple fractions of a second in the habit, but it caused some problems in many networks in multiple cases. [1]

Delays is effect in network and lead to reduce its quality of services for it in their performance in clearly. However, the delay value is different from network to other that related to many of criteria such as type of services, the real time application is one of the services most affected from delay. [2]

Real time application is formed large part from the modern services in the life and it be effected by delay in clearly such as voip (voice over Internet Protocol). The result performance in the network, which provide voip and video services show the need to improve the performance in it. [3]

The quality of services (QOS) is expresses about the performance for network and its ability to provide the services. QOS is more important object in transfer data from network to other and evaluation of existing networks in many services, which provided in it. [4]

Vlan Abbreviation for the concept virtual local area network that express about local network contain from server, workstation and other network devices that appear in the same LAN. [5] Vlan technology used to divide the same network in to many virtual LAN network in departments to provide the security for the network. [6]

Several studies indicate that Vlan is modern technical used in local network to manage it and provide the security for network contents but there is no a clear signal about the use Vlan technology in improve QOS for network by Reduce the value of the delay.

3.1 Comparative analysis
The table show some technical that interested in improve the QOS in the network in many methods and technical. It showing the importance in using VLAN because it easy way and not cost in local network.

Table 1. Comparative analysis of existing techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title Study</th>
<th>Technical Method</th>
<th>Idea process shape</th>
<th>In comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot; MPLS network management &quot;.[7]</td>
<td>Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) is a technology that provide a mechanism to improve QOS. It uses the information embedded in the labels attached to the IP packets.</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Label swapping" /></td>
<td>It provide good performance in real time application but it is high cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; AODV: Ad Hoc On Demand and Delay Constrained Distance Vector Routing for mobile sensor/actor networks &quot;.[8]</td>
<td>Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) interested in find the shortest path in the network without Attention to QOS or accuracy for the network.</td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Path finding" /></td>
<td>it improve QOS in many services but it have problem in real Time application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;VPN: Virtual private network, tunnel, ipsec, layer 2 tunneling protocol, mobile&quot;.[9]</td>
<td>virtual private network provide security (VPN )for network in internet communication</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="VPN connection" /></td>
<td>Improve QOS but it is complex way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Analysis Of The Vlan Network Delay Performance To Improve Quality Of Services (QOS)&quot;. [project study]</td>
<td>Virtual local area network is simple and effective technical that providing the security for network and mange that into many departments to improve it by reduce the delay in it.</td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Network delay" /></td>
<td>Perfect way to overcome delay in many cases for the network and improve QOS with Low Cost.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS
- How to reduce the delay to get high performance in the network?
- How can improve the QOS when using VLAN technology in the network?

5. AIMS
The aim of the project is to study the effect of virtual LAN (VLAN) networks in improving the performance for network. In addition, to know an effective ways increasing the quality of services provided by the network and how reducing affected delay in the network.

6. OBJECTIVES
In following points showing the main objectives from this research:
- Building the networks in active method to support the continued increasing in the number of Internet users.
- Study the benefit of using VLAN technology in designing a network.
- Analyze the delay-sensitive services performance.
- know what type of traffic have the most impact on QOS

7. PROCEDURES AND METHODOLOGIES
The project idea is applied by designing local network using VLAN technology. The network cab be built using many simulators such as OPNET simulator, Riverbed modeler program and so on but the OPNET simulator is the best program to apply many ideas in network word to analysis the performance for any network.

All tools which needing it for the design are available in OPNET simulator that allow to design and configuration in it. All Characteristics were selected for all the services by program using "choose individual DES statistics". In addition, show the performance for all that in various forms of curves provided by the Riverbed program.

The main idea in the project related to build network with apply VLAN technology. The VLAN (Virtual local area network) technology is used to improve quality of services for the network, it organize data transmission in the network.

It means division the same local network in to multiple small networking called departments to give each part security and to protect them to store all its data.

To study the performance the network will be used VLAN system to test many parameters showing the result to compare performance between any selected scenarios. In a simple way, to apply the idea the network will be designed in two scenarios; the first scenario interested in using VLAN technology and the second scenario not using VLAN technology.

Each scenario consists of two networks to study the performance for transfer data between these networks. The performance will cover some applications to study the behavior and analysis it. That following many QOS parameters, studying the performance include many Characteristics such as Packet Delay variation, Packet End-To-End Delay (sec), Traffic Received(byte/sec), Traffic Received(packet/sec), Traffic Sent(byte/sec) and Traffic Sent (packet/sec) but the delay informed the main Characteristic in the study.

The study interested in application that effected by delay in clearly. The real time application is more effected in delay so there are more important to study real application such as voice (VoIP application) and video (video conferencing) application.

8. CONCLUSION
The delay is the main reason, which caused many problems and challenge in the network that reducing the QOS for network. There are many technical methods used to overcome in it. Network building and organizing an effective way to solve the delay problem. Organization and division translate the traffic is one of the most important ways to improve the performance of networks. VLAN technology is apply that idea
because it interested in division LAN network for departments. That organize the traffic from and to network so the VLAN technology is effective, not expensive and perfect way to overcome delay in many cases for the network.

9. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

The idea of the project had been applied by design simple network in two scenarios contain from two departments: engineering and financial. The network that using VLAN technology give results better than the network without using VLAN technology, for example the delay value in first scenario without using VLAN almost equal from .0031 to .0036 second But in second scenario with using VLAN almost equal from .0026 to .0032 second, the details in fig 2. That proving the role of using VLAN technology in Reducing delays and improving the performance for the network to improve QOS.

Fig 2: Time Average (in Ethernet Delay (Sec))
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